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In this issue:
THE HISTORY OF
ROUND BALERS
Find out how the first round
baler was designed.

WIN A BALER
Your chance to win a
Comprima F 155 XC round baler.

Welcome

W

elcome to our special edition ‘BiG Times’ newsletter
which celebrates 40 years of KRONE round balers and
focuses on the UK farming community and problems that
some farmers can face whilst working to feed the nation.
Innovation. Quality. Customer
Driven. Performance.
In 1906, KRONE set out with
the goal of making farming more
efficient and profitable. Following
many years of growth and expansion, KRONE continues to further
that vision by supplying innovative, performance-engineered
equipment that has become the
benchmark in the hay and forage
industry.
This issue celebrates the milestone
of manufacturing round balers for
40 years, exploring how the balers
have developed over time ensuring
they produce the best possible
results for our customers.
KRONE is still owned and operated
by the KRONE family and visionary
leader, Bernard Krone has a hands
on involvement in company operations. As a result, our family values
are what set us apart from others
and therefore we are celebrating
this milestone by holding a charity
raffle to give back to the farming
community.
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Farmers are the backbone of this
nation and we need to do all we
can to keep UK agriculture at the
top of its game. This is why KRONE UK want to support the UK
farming community.
Although farming is a rewarding
career, we all know that it can be
tough. With fluctuating market
prices, a sometimes isolated workplace and the threat of disease,
farmers can experience many
issues varying from financial problems to mental health. You often
hear the statement “you never see
a poor farmer” but that is very far
from the truth, with over 25% of
farmers in the UK living below the
poverty line.
KRONE have been working very
closely with two incredible farming
charities, The Royal Agricultural
Benevolent Institution (R.A.B.I) and
The Farming Community Network
(FCN).
Lets keep the farmers farming.

KRONE UK Ltd
Peckfield Business Park
Phoenix Avenue
Micklefield
Leeds LS25 4DY
0113 287 8800
www.krone-uk.com

The Art of Refinement

Simplicity is key with the KRONE Bellima. With 40 years
of refinement, the Bellima’s design has proved itself
around the world and can only improve.
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The All Round Baler
The Comprima range of round balers offers a model for everyone.
All Comprima’s feature the NovoGrip baling system and W pattern EasyFlow pickup.
KRONE offers the choice of fixed or variable chambers with or without wrappers.

The Comprima
with variable bale chamber

The Comprima
with fixed bale chamber
Comprima F 125 & F125 XC
Produce fixed 1.25 m diameter bales.
Exceptionally light pulling

NovoGrip
belt and slat elevator
Provides a positive bale
rotation in all crops forming
well shaped bales.
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Round Baler V 150 (XC) V 180 (XC) and V 210 XC
The combination baler wrapper CV 150 XC
Infinitely variable diameters from 1.00 m to 2.05 m
Adjustable core density

The Comprima with
semi-variable bale chamber
Round Baler F 155 XC
The combination baler wrapper CF 155 XC
6 bale diameters from 1.25 m to 1.50 m

Tandem axle
Providing ultimate operator
comfort and reduces soil
compaction.

EasyFlow pick-up
with W tine arrangement
Cleanly picks the crop off the
ground and uniformly feeds
into the baler.

THE KRONE XCUT
CUTTING SYSTEM

THE RUBBER MAT
AND BALE TURNER

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT IS IT?

Individually spring loaded blades that can
break back when hitting an object. The blades
have long curved cutting edges, the wavy
edges cut all types of crops perfectly and
stay sharp for longer.

The rubber mat is standard specification
and protects the film from damage as the
bale is placed on the ground.

XC cutting systems are available with 17 or
26 knives. Chopped bales can give a better
feeding efficiency with less spoilage. Plus 10%
or more extra bale weight can be achieved.

The optional bale turner turns the bale
gently on its face. Providing increased
protection to the bale and preventing it
from rolling on hilly ground. If not required,
it is simply folded up against the wrapping
table. No need to remove it.

The Comprima is available in standard
and baler wrapper combinations.
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SUPPORTING UK
FARMERS IN
NEED
£1.99m
How much we gave out in
grants

Therefore we are giving away a new Comprima baler in a raffle, giving 100% of the proceeds to R.A.B.I
and FCN, two amazing agricultural charities that
help support UK farmers.

The number of individuals
families who received
financial support

£

The Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution
(R.A.B.I) is a welfare charity which changes lives for
the better. R.A.B.I offers financial support to those
experiencing hardship in the agricultural industry.

£

£

Top 4 Counties
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KRONE are celebrating 40 years of producing round
balers and to mark this special occasion, KRONE
UK want to give back to UK farmers. KRONE are
still a family owned company and strongly believe in
family values and therefore understand the importance of the UK farming community and how farmers can face multiple issues varying from financial
problems to mental health.

North Yorkshire
Suffolk
Norfolk
Devon

£160k
£124k
£110k
£108k

K
They treat every application for support on its own
merits, working with compassion and discretion.
The charity provides short-term and long-term support to people with many become ‘full beneficiaries’
of the charity, receiving ongoing regular payments.
The Farming Community Network (FCN) is a voluntary organisation and charity that supports farmers
and families within the farming community through
difficult times.

More than
farmer
a week
in the
UK dies by
suicide.
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It costs approximately
£1,500 a day to
run FCN.
£1,500

They have a network of over 400 volunteers across
England and Wales, many of whom are involved in
farming, or have close links with agriculture, and
therefore have a great understanding of the issues
farm workers and farming families regularly face.
The FCN provide pastoral support which can help get
a farming business back on track.

FCN Helpline - 03000 111 999
R.A.B.I Helpline - 0808 281 9490

Around

6,000
people a year
benefit from
the support
of FCN.
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BUILD QUALITY AND BACK UP

HELPS BALER PURCHASE DECISION
W
hen Morpeth beef and sheep farmer Andrew Scott looked to replace his
Krone round baler two years ago, he didn’t
have to look too far for a replacement. His
current baler was the sixth Krone baler
he had bought over the previous 20 years,
so his seventh was a Comprima F 125 XC
fixed chamber baler, specifically designed
for producing 1.25m round silage bales.

Mr Scott would normally be thinking about changing
his baler after two seasons in readiness for the coming season but at the moment he sees no reason to
do so as it was running so well at the end of last season. The baler is usually powered by a Massey
Ferguson 6480 and can average around
60 bales an hour, but on one occasion last summer achieved an
output of 100 bales in an hour.
Mr Scott farms 350 acres of
grassland farm which supports a suckler herd of 45
stabiliser cows with followers sold as store cattle and
500 Mule, Suffolk Cross
and Texel Cross ewes. All
the machinery on the farm
is purchased with the sole
intention of providing good
quality forage for his livestock.
“With just farming beef and
sheep there is not much need
for machinery on the farm, but I do
need good and reliable silage making
equipment,” he says. “The only way I can
afford this equipment is to provide contract baling
services for several neighbours. I now own a Krone
mower, tedder and baler, and bale around 7-8000
bales per year.” Mr Scott bought his first Krone
around 20 years ago and six machines later he has
seen little reason to change. The support from Krone
and equally as important, dealers Carrs Billington, is
second to none and – no problem is too big to solve.

“Quite often problem solving can be done over the
phone without a callout. The machines also arrive
on the farm ready for work. There is no need for any
service engineer to come out and set it up – you just
load the net wrap and you’re ready to go.”
His new Comprima baler is equipped
with a rotor cutter feed which not
only cuts and feeds the crop into
the baler, it also takes care of
the pre-compression of the
crop. The Krone X-Cut rotor
cutters feature three rows
of welded tines in chevron
formation, which provide
for continuous cuts and
help spread the material
uniformly across the entire
chamber width. The baler
is fitted with the camless
EasyFlow pickup, which
means that the galvanised
scrapers are specifically designed to ensure a continuous flow
of crop as the tines retract. This means
that the baler can gather the crop cleanly at a
higher speed. It also has the NovoGrip system which
was developed by Krone to combine the bale feed
strengths of chain and slat elevators with the quiet
running of belt systems. An endless elevator has slats
mounted on rubber belts which ensure high-density
well shaped bales. “The other advantage of this system is that it is much quieter than any other baler I’ve
known,” says Mr Scott.

Want to be part of a new KRONE
testimonial?
CONTACT US AT MARKETING@KRONE-UK.COM
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Combination baler wrappers ensures the
ensiling process starts immediately.

raditionally round bales where a cheap,
low input method of making silage, without investing capital into a new silage clamp.
They were also a convenient way of producing
a ‘bit more’ silage if the clamp is already full.
With improvements in wrapping and more
importantly baling technology, means that
baled silage can now be every bit as good
as clamped silage. For many farmers, baled
silage is now the first choice of producing
silage and not just a backup plan.

WHY YOU SHOULD PRODUCE
ROUND BALED SILAGE
What should you consider before producing round baled silage?
•
•
•
•

•

Consider using quality grass. Younger leafier grass will consolidate better with less air being trapped. This
will result in higher quality of silage due to better fermentation.
Think about what livestock the bales will be fed to. For example, cows producing milk will require more
energy from their feed than dry cows.
The mowing date should be based on the grasses’ growth stage and not the calendar. Whilst younger leafier grass will have a lower yield, it will produce silage with a higher energy value. Conversely, mature grass
with more stalk will increase yield and lower nutritional value
The most important factor in producing quality baled silage is how the grass is wilted. Ideally a dry matter
(DM) of 30% should be achieved within 24 hours. Effective wilting will reduce the amount of water ensiled
within the bale, resulting in lighter bales which will retain their shape better. Misshaped bales are harder to
stack and increase the chance of air pockets being formed, resulting in poor fermentation
Swaths should be formed just before baling and should be the full width of the baler pick-up with a box
shaped profile. Feeding crop across the full width of the pick-up ensures that sufficient crop is fed across
the full width of the bale at a uniform density. This will further ensure that unwanted air pockets are eliminated and that the bales retain their shape. Irregular and narrow shaped swaths which require the operator
to weave the baler along the swath will impact on bale and silage quality.

Producing well shaped bales
The key to producing good quality silage bales is to produce a dense cylindrical bale. Different methods of
round baling will affect the quality of the produced bales. Roller balers can produce good bales in wet leafy
grass, their design can mean they struggle in drier material with more stalk. Whilst belt balers will perform well
in drier crop, their design means they often struggle with wet crop and produce misshaped bales.
The Krone NovoGrip system combines the benefits of both belt and roller balers, making it the ideal round
baler for all conditions, producing dense cylindrical bales which don’t bulge in the middle of the edges.
The use of a good quality net wrap which spreads all the way to the edge will also help to keep the bales
shape and avoid soft material air traps. Once the bale has been made it’s important that the ensiling process
starts as soon as possible. Therefore bales should be wrapped in the field within two hours using a good quality wrap with sufficient layers applied. The bales should be handled gently with minimum movements. Whether
the bales are wrapped in the field or in the yard will depend on the machinery used. If the bales are wrapped in
the field, don’t leave them there to spoil.
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RONE built its first round baler in 1977. Martin Grimm, head
of marketing and sales promotion since 1972, still remembers
how it all started. “Bernard Krone, our two new constructors Wilhelm Ahler and Hubert Kreienbaum, and I attended
a demonstration of belt driven balers. While we were watching, out
there on the field, Wilhelm Ahler said suddenly, ‘I’ve got a completely
different idea’. He explained briefly what he had in mind and Bernard
Krone simply told him ‘Give it a go!’ Ahler’s idea was to adopt the
principle of the circulating chain elevator from the Optimat manure
spreader.
The first field test showed that the KR 180 actually worked. The then
head of engineering, Hubert Kreienbaum, remembers, “The only
criticism was because of its loudness. With the first machine, the
chain elevator was on the outside of the metal casing. But the noise
was so intense that as a basic design principal, it was unacceptable.
Although otherwise it worked well.” Bernard Krone instructed them
to, “Build five of them immediately.” The original intention was to use
these five demonstration models as a means of arousing interest in
Ahlers endless slat conveyor design, in the hope they could sell the
patent to another company. However, since nobody appeared too
interested, Bernard Krone decided without much ado, “So we’ll just
build our round balers ourselves.”
Wilhelm Ahler continued with the technical development of the KR
180’s internal features, including a completely enclosed bale chamber.
The circulating conveyor for the transportation of straw, hay and silage
inside the chamber was now isolated from the metal casing which
meant much less noise was generated than with the prototype. The
effectiveness of the chain and slats guaranteed high bale density. And
so the KR 180 entered serial production.
In 1978, Martin Grimm and his team set out on a sales promotion
tour of Germany, which proved to be a great success, and the Krone baler met with great approval. The greatest importers were the
Swedes and Finns and also the Italians. However the latter were also
the most brazen copiers. Wilhelm Ahler was particularly annoyed to
find 13 different copies in use at the same time, the majority in Italy.
On one occasion, I saw a copy in a field in Italy and climbed over the
fence to take some photographs. They had copied our KR 180 down
to the last detail. Suddenly, the owner came up to me, angrily shouting something in Italian. I held out my business card yelled back, “IO
constructeuro do KRONE”, which roughly means “I am the KRONE
engineer”. After that he shut up.
From then on KRONE have been constantly updating their round baler
models and have been major innovators in this sector with products
such as Ultima, the worlds first non-stop baler wrapper. The Bellima
round baler NovoGrip has been a great addition to KRONE round balers. The robust and endless rubber fabric belts with metal slats offer
an ideal system to achieve highest densities in straw, hay and silage.
The system relies on an extremely high belt tension that applies the
drive power to the bale.
The 2018 KRONE Comprima combines all that is great about the
last 40 years of KRONE round balers into one productive and quality
package.
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Optimat manure spreader
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The KRONE Round
Baler Story

KR 180 Round Baler

Bellima Round Baler
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